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The Smith-Waite Centennial Tarot Deck in a Tin is a faithful reproduction of the original deck

created by Pamela Colman Smith in 1909 under the direction of Arthur E. Waite. This classic tarot

deck features full pictorial scenes in the muted colors chosen by Pixie herself. The deck was first

issued in 2009 by U.S. Games Systems as part of the Pamela Colman Smith Commemorative Set.

The 80-card deck includes the standard 78 tarot cards plus 2 samples of Pixie s non-tarot artwork.

Cards in this pocket-sized deck measure 2.25in x 3.75in.
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I love this deck! It's my first tarot deck and I couldn't be happier. The printing quality is fantastic, the

images are clear and the colors harmonious. The backsides are very elegant and a very calming

color that unifies the deck. The paper quality is also very nice, I feel like I will be using these for a

long while. I'm glad this was the first deck I chose because the symbolism is very easy to recognize.

The tin is also great, it snaps together cleanly and securely and protects the cards.My only criticism

is with the information booklet--the instructions for the celtic cross are very confusing and

inconclusive compared to the methods of my friends and tutorials I looked at online. I suggest you

do your own research on spreads and the card meanings, as the booklet is tiny, confusing, and

vague. It can lead to some pretty misleading interpretations. But this definitely does not take away

from the beauty and quality of the cards!

This is one of my FAVORITE tarot decks!! And this is the only Rider-Waite deck I would love to use!



I love the size; I love the color of this deck- old fashioned; I love the fact that it is contained in a tin

box so I can carry it around in my purse without worrying about bend the cards. Overall, a lovely

Rider-Waite deck.

SUPER!!!!! super-super))) very comfortable and a good size! ideal format!

Smaller and fit nicely in my hand. I actually taped them up on a foam core board as an exercise for

Dusty White's excellent Tarot course.

I'm a sucker for card backs and I don't really like the plainness of this deck's back, but otherwise,

great price for a great deck. The tin case it wonderful, I can toss it in my bag with no worries about

the deck getting damaged (as this purchase was to replace an old Smith-Waite deck that was

water-damaged). Great price, great deck, it's got some tea-stained look to the art that's a nice

touch, as well.

Having used the standard US Games Rider deck for over 10 years, I was reluctant to try this

Centennial version. It did not disappoint! The minute I opened the box and saw the cards I fell in

love with the antique visual quality and matte finish. Stunning. My 2 Rider decks have become worn

(but very easy to shuffle!) over the years, so shuffling this new deck is difficult with arthritic

hands--thus I am ordering this smaller version in the handy tin.I just wish they also also produced

this commemorative deck in the "Giant" version size. I often pull a card from my Giant deck for the

day and display it to give me guidance and inspiration. Hopefully they will expand the production of

this deck to the Giant version as well.

I think these are just lovely! I like the simple design of the card backs and the colors used

throughout the deck. I didn't like the freaky techno colors used in other decks I saw. The blue-gray

color of the backs on these is lovely. I think the size is perfect for me, really close to normal playing

cards size. And being able to put them in the tin and toss them in my purse pretty much rules! My

purse is always full of all kinds of who-knows-what and I haven't had any trouble with the lid staying

on securely. I needed a Smith-Waite deck because I am studying the cards to learn, this deck is

perfect for that. If you don't need giant cards, and you don't need the colors to stab you in the

eyeballs (distracting your intuition from reading properly), this is a very lovely deck! I would definitely

recommend :)



I love this deck. The colors are excellent and the images are crisp with good color - not the

over-saturation that plagues many other decks. The tin is an ideal place to keep everything. I greatly

appreciated the extra two cards with Miss Pamela Smith's other artwork. It seems to be just a tad

smaller than many other decks, but shuffling is not a problem for me. It's ideal for smaller tables.
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